Abstract-an efficient virtual view distortion estimation algorithm for depth maps coding is proposed in this paper, in which the virtual view distortion is calculated based on the analysis of occlusion relationship change. It is judged whether the depth coding errors alter the occlusion relationship. If true, wrong occluded pixels or wrong un-occluded pixels are further distinguished. The wrong occluded pixels should be unoccluded in the virtual view, but are occluded for the depth map coding error. While the wrong un-occluded pixels are reverse. All the pixels in depth maps are classified into four types: the base pixels which neither are occluded nor alter the occlusion relation, the occluded pixels, the wrong occluded pixels and the wrong un-occluded pixels. The virtual distortion is calculated according to the characteristics of different depth map pixel types. Experimental results show that the proposed virtual distortion estimation algorithm is effective. When the traditional Rate-Distortion Optimization (RDO) in depth map coding is replaced by the estimating algorithm proposed in this paper, the average coding bitrates reduce about 20%. It demonstrates the better subject quality also.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of three-dimension video (3DV) application, such as three dimension television (3DTV) [1] and free viewpoint television (FTV) [2] , the confliction between the huge data volume and limited transmission bandwidth or storage resource becomes obvious. One of the promising solutions is using multi-view plus depth (MVD) [3] format to represent 3DV, by which only a few views of texture and depth to be stored or transmitted. At the decoder, arbitrate view can be synthesized by depth map based rendering (DIBR) [4] . Depth maps record depth information of its corresponding pixel in texture video, which can be viewed as grey-scale images sequence. The common approach to compress it is applying the popular video coding standard, e.g. H.264/AVC [5] . In order to improve the coding efficient of depth maps, many algorithm take advantage of the statistical features of the depth maps [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Although all of them moderately advance the depth coding performance, they still apply the traditional Rate-Distortion Optimization (RDO) to make mode decision which balances the depth maps coding error and rate. But the use of depth maps is different from the texture images, which is not displayed directly but help virtual view synthesis. As a result, the depth map coding errors degrade the synthesized virtual view quality by providing wrong geometric information. So, it is necessary to amend the traditional RDO criterion in depth maps coding for the synthesized virtual view quality.
To design a more reasonable RDO criterion, the relationship between the depth map distortion and virtual view distortion must be considered. The experiments revealed the phenomenon that depth map coding error causes virtual view distortion varying with the virtual viewpoint location [13] . Kim et al. built new RDO criterions using lineal model and autoregressive model estimating virtual distortion to improve the depth map coding [14, 15] . Motion sensitivity model is presented to analyze the relationship between virtual view distortion and depth map coding error [16] [17] . Oh et al. pixel-wisely calculated the virtual view distortion caused by depth coding error [18] [19] . Even though these coding error-virtual view distortion models of depth maps ameliorate the RDO criterion to some degree, they all assumes that the occlusion relationship formed during DIBR is not been altered by depth map coding error. But depth map coding errors alter the occlusion relationship in fact, especially in edge areas, which seriously depraved the virtual view quality when QP increases.
Aim at this problem, an efficient virtual view distortion estimation algorithm for depth maps coding is proposed in this paper, in which the virtual view distortion is pixel-wisely calculated based on the analysis of occlusion relationship change. The experiment shows it is efficient to put up the depth map coding performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The effect of depth map coding error on virtual view distortion is analyzed in section 2, the proposed virtual distortion estimation algorithm is presented in section 3, experimental result is provided in section 4 and section 5 gives a conclusion of the paper.
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II. EFFECT OF DEPTH MAP CODING ERROR ON VIRTUAL VIEW DISTORTION
Multi-view plus depth (MVD) is widely adopted in three dimensional video (3DV) systems, in which depth maps supply geometry information to synthesize the virtual view. The distortion of the compressed depth maps is propagated into the virtual view during 3D wrapping process. In order to accurately estimate the synthesized view distortion caused by the coding error of the depth maps, it is essential to analyze the relationship between them in detail.
Fig. 1. Virtual view distortion caused by depth distortion
As shown in Fig.1 , the depth maps distortion is . As a result, the rendered pixel position is shifted from ) , (
. For a parallel camera arrangement, the disparity error d  can be written as [20] :
In (3) 
The proposed virtual distortion estimation algorithm calculated the virtual view distortion by pixel-wise analysis of occlusion relationship change. On the basis, depth maps pixels are classified into four types: the base pixels, the occluded pixels, the wrong occluded pixels and the wrong un-occluded pixels.
The virtual view distortion aroused by the coding error of the base pixels is called basic virtual view distortion in this paper. The occluded pixels are neglected because they can't produce distortion in virtual view. The wrong occluded pixels and the wrong un-occluded pixels lead to the virtual view distortion change for they alter the occlusion relationship. The adjustment is called subsidiary virtual view distortion, which can be divided into wrong occluded distortion and wrong un-occluded distortion. Thus, Equation (3) is approximated by the sum of the basic virtual view distortion and subsidiary virtual view distortion:
A. Occlusion handling As shown in fig. 2 , when right referrence view renders the intermidiate view during DIBR, some pixels may be occluded by other pixel. It is similiar with left referrence view rendering. We render them pixel-wisely from left to right. If current pixel's rendering location lies on the left of the rightmost rendering location of the pixels before, it is occluded.
The base pixels are those neither are occluded nor alter the occlusion relation. The occluded pixels are normal occluded ones, which are occluding both under the control of noise-free and noise depth map. As normal occluded pixels don't appear in virtual view, they are ignored while calculating virtual view distortion. If the pixel is not occluded when rendering by noise-free depth map while occluded by noise depth map, they are called wrong occluded pixels. The wrong un-occluded pixels refer those pixels which alter the occlusion relation in reverse case. As shown in Fig.3 . So, the basic virtual view distortion is the area of the parallelogram, which can be written as:
B. Basic virtual view distortion calculation
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C. subsidiary virtual view distortion
As mentioned above, some depth map distortion results pixel is error occluded or error un-occluded in virtual view. Fig.4 and fig.5 show the virtual view distortion calculation of the two cases separately. In fig.4 , under the control of the adjacent error occluded depth map pixel ) , Figure 5 . Error un-occlusion virtual view distortion calculation Similarity, coding errors of error un-occlusion depth map pixels make it necessary to modify the basic virtual distortion calculation also. In Figure 5, ), ,
by the adjacent error occluded depth map
and adds the estimated distortion error. Thus, the basic virtual distortion can be adjusted by calculating the area of the triangle formed by ) , (7) IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS In order to integrate the proposed virtual estimation into H.264 reference platform, we extended it by adding original reference color view to aid virtual view distortion calculation. And the virtual view is synthesized by VSRS 3.5. The test sequences "Newspaper", "Kendo", "Book_arrival" and "Balloon" from MPEG group are used to validate the algorithm effective. The synthesized virtual view video by original reference color video and depth maps is used as ground-truth virtual view because not all the videos can be captured at arbitrary virtual view. Figure 6 . Rate-distortion performance comparison Fig. 6 provides the rate-distortion performance comparison of the proposed RDO criterion and traditional RDO criterion. It is obviously, the proposed RDO criterion is better than traditional RDO criterion. Table 1 gives the BD-rate and BD-PSNR results of the proposed depth coding vs. H.264, bitrates is reduced about 20% and PSNR is improved about 0.6 on average. The synthesized virtual view distortion aroused by depth map coding error is related to the local feature of responding color image. The more complex the texture of the color image, the more heaven the distortion of the virtual view. Once the wrong occlusion relation occurs, i.e. the foreground pixel wrongly substitutes the background pixel or inverse, exactly estimate the virtual view distortion become more difficult to deal with because the difference value of the foreground pixel and the background pixel is usually large and a little number such depth map pixels would introduce heaven virtual view distortion. And they often locate at the edge areas resulting subject quality of 3DV is affected seriously. The texture of "Balloon" is more complex than "kendo", and its depth map is of more edge pixels than "kendo". Therefore, "Balloon" improves more coding performance than "kendo". Fig. 7 shows the virtual view images. From them, it is clear that the proposed RDO criterion improves the subjective quality of virtual images.
a) ground truth virtual view image
b) the virtual view image synthesized by H.264 c) the virtual view image synthesized by the proposed algotithm In this paper, a novel virtual view distortion estimation algorithm is proposed based on the analysis of the relationship between the coding error of depth maps and the synthesized virtual view distortion. It calculates the virtual view distortion distinguishing the occlusion relation change. Experiments validate its effectiveness from objective RD performance and subject quality of the syntheses synthesized virtual view image.
